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		This book is devoted to embedded systems (ESs), which can now be found in practically all fields of human activity. Embedded systems are essentially a special class of computing systems designed for monitoring and controlling objects of the physical world.
	


	
		The book begins by discussing the distinctive features of ESs, above all their cybernetic-physical character, and how they can be designed to deliver the required performance with a minimum amount of hardware. In turn, it presents a range of design methodologies. Considerable attention is paid to the hardware implementation of computational algorithms. It is shown that different parts of complex ESs could be implemented using models of finite state machines (FSMs). Also, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are very often used to implement different hardware accelerators in ESs. The book pays considerable attention to design methods for FPGA-based FSMs, before the closing section turns to programmable logic controllers widely used in industry.
	


	
		This book will be interesting and useful for students and postgraduates in the area of Computer Science, as well as for designers of embedded systems. In addition, it offers a good point of departure for creating embedded systems for various spheres of human activity. 
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Math for Business and Economics: Compendium of Essential FormulasSpringer, 2021

	
		This textbook contains and explains essential mathematical formulas within an economic context. A broad range of aids and supportive examples will help readers to understand the formulas and their practical applications. This mathematical formulary is presented in a practice-oriented, clear, and understandable manner, as it is needed...
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Essential Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (Musculoskeletal Medicine)Humana Press, 2006


	When I was a medical student interested in physical medicine and

	rehabilitation (PM&R), I found several excellent detailed texts for

	PM&R and I also encountered a few good, quick reference materials.

	What I felt was lacking was a comprehensive but high-yield, focused

	review of the most important points that I could read...
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Misbehavior in Organizations: Theory, Research, and Management (Applied Psychology Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Ideas for new constructs come from different sources. The idea for Organizational
Misbehavior (OMB) came from a surprise at being caught off guard. The incident
was recorded in Vardi’s personal file and is quoted from there. It happened
during the fall term of 1990 when he taught a course in an Executive MBA program
at...
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The Woman Who Decided to Die: Challenges and Choices at the Edges of MedicineOxford University Press, 2009

	Advances in medical technology force us to struggle with new and often gut-wrenching decisions. How do we know when someone is dead and not just in a coma? Should a convicted felon qualify for a new heart? In The Woman Who Decided to Die, novelist and medical ethicist Ronald Munson takes readers to the very edges of medicine, where...
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Top-Down Network Design Second EditionCisco Press, 2004
op-Down Network Design, Second Edition, is a practical and comprehensive guide to designing enterprise networks that are reliable, secure, and manageable. Using illustrations and real-world examples, it teaches a systematic method for network design that can be applied to campus LANs, remote-access networks, WAN...
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Why CRM Doesn't Work: How to Win by Letting Customers Manage the RelationshipBloomberg Press, 2003
CRM was supposed to help businesses better understand their customers and increase efficiency. Yet most companies are not getting the return they expected. Is it possible to make your customers happy and, at the same time, improve ROI? Is there a practical, affordable way to get customers to tell you what they really want? 

In Why...
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